You’ve chosen the best equipment – now choose the best labour

Ensuring your critical controls perform as they should every time is vital to the safe and efficient operation of your boiler plant.

The correct operation of these controls is critically important; the results of poor installation or maintenance can be disastrous. For peace of mind, let our factory trained experts carry out your work.

- **Installation**: we provide the expert advice and guidance on the best practices for installing your Hydrastep level gauge, to ensure optimum operation at all times.

- **Commissioning and start-up**: from first time start-up to recommissioning after an outage, our skills and knowledge will give you the confidence that your system will perform faultlessly, first time, every time.

- **Planned preventative maintenance**: just like any instrument, Hydrastep and Hydratect need regular maintenance. By entrusting the servicing of these to our people – experts in what to look for and check – you’ll free up your own operators for other tasks during outages. You’ll also reduce the chance of failure and unexpected outages by letting us ensure your system is ready for another trouble-free operational period.

- **Repairs and spares**: in the unlikely event that trouble does strike, minimise your down time and call us in for an emergency repair. We carry a comprehensive range of spares, so we’ll have the plant operational again as a matter of priority.

**Reliability is the core of Hydrastep**: probability of creating a nuisance trip: 1:10 million; probability of missing an actual trip: 1:300 million. *Source: Factory Mutual Research*
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